Insulated
Panel Pools

Simple and effective in design,
the Heat Form insulated
panel-pool system offers an
affordable and eco-friendly
solution to owning your own
dream pool.

Heat Form Pools
Manufactured in Devon using specialist
insulation made from 100% recycled plastic
PET bottles, this unique system can reduce
your pool’s energy consumption by 50%
compared to a traditional concrete pool.
The fully customisable and
straightforward modular system
caters for a broad range of settings
from the most compact of garden
sites to large-scale commercial
settings. The system is particularly
suitable where access is limited
or there is a sloping terrain.
A Heat Form pool compromises
nothing on quality or luxury by
offering you a quality product whose
innovative, energy efficient design
also helps the environment.

Heat Form is constantly
innovating and striving to
design pool products which
are both robust and versatile
whilst at the same time
ecologically conscious
and energy efficient.
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The recycled insulation
is made from plastic
bottles destined for
landfill; the future of
composite technology.

There are 9,000 plastic bottles used
within a standard Heat Form pool.

Investing in Yourself
Swimming
is a great form
of all-round
exercise...

Improved
mental
health

Improved
muscle
strength

Best cardio
exercise

Increased
flexibility

Improved
lung
capacity

Healthy
pregnancy

Reduced
body pain

Decreased
inflammation

...whatever
your age
or ability.

Investing in a swimming
pool is investing in
yourself and those special
people around you.
Whether you are looking to create
a tranquil oasis in which to relax
and unwind after work or to create
a busy, fun family focal point in the
garden – a carefully planned pool
design can be life changing.
Swimming is also known to be one
of the best ways to exercise, boosting
your cardiovascular fitness and
working all your muscles without

putting too much strain on the body.
Taking a daily swim can improve
both your physical and mental health.
With the provision of public pools
reducing and the monthly cost of
private health clubs going up, now
is the perfect time to take the plunge
and create your own personal slice
of heaven.

Investing in Yourself
Getting in the water also
helps the mind. It can reduce
symptoms of anxiety and
depression and help you
to unwind.

Boosts brain
health
Releases
endorphins

Soothing
effects

Improves
mood

Mindfulness
in action

Controls
anxiety

Reduces
stress
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Be Inspired
Whether you are a fan of modern sleek
minimalist lines or a more traditional aesthetic,
a Heat Form pool can be incorporated into
any design, tailored to suit your own personal
tastes to suit any setting.

Just like choosing a new car, creating
the leisure area that best fits your
needs means considering different
important functional factors such as
usage, lighting and energy efficiency.
Your pool specialist can guide you
through all this but the overall look
and feel is personal. Get creative and
discover some design options for your
own pool in the following pages.

Fitness & Wellbeing
Increasingly, people are choosing to
exercise at home and Heat Form is
the ideal system to create an exercise
or lane pool within the private
comfort of your own garden.
Heat Form’s exercise pools, where
swimming against a variable current
provides resistance exercise/training,
fit perfectly in smaller spaces.
They come with a choice of marketleading, integrated counter currents
which are designed to optimise all
levels of training and physical therapy
– from intense triathlon training to
gentle rehabilitation to ease aches
and pains.
More information on our Heat
Form Sport range of exercise pools
can be found in our accompanying
brochure.

The Build

Every Heat Form panel
is made to measure in
our specialist fabrication
unit in South-Devon.

There are approximately
750 recycled plastic bottles
(LOCATION
500ml) in just one 2.5
m
EXCAVATION
long pool panel.
Take time to establish where you
will site your pool. Consider factors
like services, sun exposure and
proximity to accommodation.

Materials & Construction
An 80mm core of recycled insulation
is sandwiched between a toughened
fibreglass exterior.
Each of the panels bolt together to
form a basic pool shell. This flexible
system is easy and quick to install
and can be adjusted within half metre
increments at varying depths.
A Heat Form panel pool can be
installed indoors or outdoors, above
or in-ground.

All of our pools comply to the
Part L building regulations
regarding U-value requirements.

The pool is dug to the appropriate
depth and a concrete base or
foundation is laid ready for the
panels.

Heat Form has transformed the
swimming pool construction process.
The added value of insulation
keeps those expensive heating bills
to a minimum, whilst also helping
to reduce the amount of energy
required to keep your pool at a
comfortable temperature.
Not only does it reduce the
amount of energy being wasted
through heat loss, but it also helps

INSTALLATION

LINING

GO SWIMMING

Heat Form panels are fitted,
levelled, fixed and braced.

After the plumbing, backfill and
patio are complete, the pool liner
and auxiliary equipment is installed.

Once you have filled the pool,
and the water is treated, you are
all set to go swimming!

the environment by using empty
plastic (PET) bottles to form the
insulated section of the pool wall.
Made from 100% post-consumer
(recycled) PET material, the
foam core meets not only the
stringent technical requirements
for composites, but also helps to
preserve and enhance the human
environment.
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Sizing Your Pool
Our fully customisable, modular
system is suitable for the majority
of sites – from small, compact
gardens through to larger scale
commercial installations.

There are no limitations on the
length or the width of your pool
and the panels are available in
two depth options; 1.2m and 1.5m,
catering for the widest range
of users, from the very young up
to the most capable triathelete.
Heat Form pools can be designed
with any floor style requirements
such as flat bottom, slope, constant
slope or hopper pools. There are
multiple access options available
and types of step configuration.

1.2 METRE
PANEL HEIGHT

1.5 METRE
PANEL HEIGHT

Pool Entries
From left clockwise

Using the same durable and insulated build
technology used in the pool shell structure,
Heat Form have created a range of different
step systems for you to choose from.
Create a classy modern look with
the straight designs or opt for the
clean curves of the classic Roman
steps. Heat Form steps have
been designed with short risers
for improved and safe access into
the water.
To add to your safety and comfort,
you can incorporate a non-slip,
safety material into the pool liner
on top of the step treads.

CURVED HALF-CIRCLE STEPS
CLASSIC ROMAN STEPS
STRAIGHT STEPS
FULL-WIDTH STRAIGHT STEPS
STRAIGHT CORNER STEPS
CURVED CORNER STEPS
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All Heat Form pools are designed to be installed
with a swimming pool liner. The liner not only holds
in the water it provides the pool finish, which is your
chance to stamp something of your own personality
onto the project.

Specialist on-site lining using
Ceramics liner material.

All the samples you can see within
this brochure have been designed by
Renolit Alcor Plan – the leading liner
manufacturer. As well as classic plain
coloured liners with or without
patterned tile band designs, recent
advances in liner technology have
enabled exciting textured liner
finishes like Alkor Plan Touch and
Alkor Plan Ceramics.
Your choice of pool liner can create
very different moods by the reflection
of light on the water. Whether you
are a fan of tropical aquamarine seas
or prefer to take a dip in a
Mediterranean blue pool, we are
confident there is a liner to suit.

Pool Liners

Bring a sense of drama
to the pool with a
Pearl liner which
reflects the light in
unpredictable ways,
creating jewel-like
sparkling water.
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Heat pumps are now considered
the most ecological and economical
way to heat your pool.

Modern alternatives to using traditional pool
chemicals could save you money and provide
Heat Formincreased
is committed
health and environmental benefits.
to working for a cleaner
and greener future by striving
to innovate and bring new,
premium pool products to
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Zodiac
Heat Pumps

They work very simply using the
latent energy in the air and converting
it into heat for your pool via a cycle
of refrigeration. This energy is
effectively free – both good for your
wallet and the environment.
Zodiac is an established premium
European brand, synonymous with
quality and innovation. Their heat
pump designs are elegant and
discrete and some of the quietest
on the market.

Main image, Z400 iQ.
Left to right; Z550 iQ,
PX50 and Z200.

Zodiac MagnaPool® Magnesium
& Salt Chlorination Systems

Avoid expensive and fiddly
chemical dosing by hand by
installing an automatic dosing
Salt Water Chlorination system
for peace of mind.

This magnesium based mineral
water treatment system creates super,
silky-soft pool water which does
not irritate your skin or your eyes
in the same way harsher chemicals
can. The system is easy to install
and a special glass filter media
ensures crystal clear water every time.

The Hydroxinator & Reverse
Polarity Electrolytic Cell
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Zodiac MagnaPool® Magnesium
& Salt Chlorination Systems

The magnesium chloride
found in MagnaPool® minerals
is derived from the ocean.
This form of magnesium has
been found to have significant
beneficial properties for internal
health, as well as helping
to relax your mind and body.
Reduces Stress
and anxiety

Alleviates aches
and pains

Detoxifies
the body

Boosts energy
in the muscles

Modern alternatives to using traditional pool
chemicals could save you money and provide
increased health and environmental benefits.

SALT CHLORINATION

MAGNAPOOL

Stress-free
sanitisation

An exclusive magnesium-based
water treatment system

Avoid expensive and fiddly
chemical dosing by hand by
installing an automatic dosing
Salt Water Chlorination system
for peace of mind.

This magnesium based mineral
water treatment system creates super,
silky-soft pool water which does
not irritate your skin or your eyes
in the same way harsher chemicals
can. The system is easy to install
and a special glass filter media
ensures crystal clear water every time.

The Hydroxinator & Reverse
Polarity Electrolytic Cell
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Rollo Solar Bespoke
Slatted Pool Covers
Designed and manufactured
in Germany, Rollo Solar pool
covers are beautifully designed.

Top coverings available in
hardwood decking or traditional
patio designs.
The roller is mounted in a
hidden pit providing a discrete
automatic system.

The covers are available in an
impressive range of colours, boasting
incredible energy efficiency and
thermal heat retention. The solar
profiles ensure the maximum
absorption of sunlight, transmitting
solar energy back into the pool
when it is closed and can heat the
pool by up to 3°C on sunny days.
Why not opt for a fully automatic
cover and have the pool open and
close effortlessly with the simple
touch of a button?

The unique design of the Rollo
Solar slats sets them apart from
all other covers.
— The four hollow chamber
design ensures superior
buoyancy of the profiles.
— The curved shape ensures
perfect water circulation
and facilitates the winding
of the cover.
— The rounded hook is dyed
black to protect it from algae
formation and due to its
shape is self-cleaning.
A dividing wall hides the cover
system when pool is in use.

— The end caps of each slat
are heat welded rather than
glued providing a clean finish.
— The slat profiles are available
in all RAL colours with
matching coloured end caps.

The Heat Form panel system
is also fully compatible with
any fabric safety cover system.

TOP-MOUNTED ROLLER

IN-POOL FLOOR PIT

LETTERBOX

IN-POOL BENCH

LETTERBOX INSTALLATION
IN MORE DETAIL

— The semi-transparent
poly-carbonate slats provide
excellent heat retention
as well as solar gain.

“The Heat Form system caught
my attention whilst I was planning
my garden refurbishment. Its clever
use of recycled plastic insulation
appealed to me as not only does
this increase the energy efficiency
of the pool, but it also keeps the
running costs low. The pool was
installed easily and quickly and the whole
family are now enjoying our new and exciting
garden feature!”

HELEN SKELTON, TELEVISION PRESENTER AND ACTRESS

If you feel ready to take the plunge and
invest in a Heat Form pool please visit
our website and fill in an enquiry form
or get in touch with your local dealer.
+44 (0)1752 25 35 25

sales@heatform.co.uk
Unit 7 Meadow Close
Langage Industrial Estate
Plymouth Devon PL7 5EX
United Kingdom
heatform.co.uk
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